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have different point! 1 o\ view,
|
their glories. Arab nationalism there-

unanimously agree 1Ii-.it their nation

should remain independent sovereign

Arab state having i+s

and values,

fore is a philosophical doctrine not

a temporary political movement, it

nvn ideals
j

is an intellectual ideology and a

mood of conduct simultanuouslv.

Thus when we borrow from

others their way of thinking, their

way of life and their means which

leads to civilization and progress,

we take only what we deem it good

enough to help develop ours not to

drag us away from our heritage.

Arab Nationalism thus is the

framework of all our activities. It is

not only a factor of awakening but

also of outlining our obligations tow-

ards our society as well as our

rights^ therein and of clarifying our

relationships with others. It is not a

provincial call which seperates Arab

people from the whole of mankind

to make them superior to any other

people. But it is a call to maintain

the spicific characteristics of Arab

nation in order not to be melted in

or absorbed by any nation. It is only

meant to preserve the independance

of Arab people, ascertain well under-

standing between them and others

and urge them to uphold modetlys

The more we are conscious of

this ideology, the stronger is our

resistance of imperialism. It is clear

then that Arab Nationalism and

imperialism can by no means be

allies.

However, in our society as

well as in our daily life there are

still some remnants left over by

imperialism which had been previo-

usly from amongst its main object-

vies. The more unity and brother-

hood flourish, the use of the stand-

ard Arabic prevails and the faith in

our spiritual values and ideals incr-

ease; the* lesser these remainders

become until they entirely vanish.

On realizing this goal there will be

no longer imperialism but comprhens-

ive independance which preserves

dignity and prestige of all individ-

uals and facilitate the road for them

to lead a course of dignified life in

which mutual co-operation and good

understanding prevail.
A
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domination. This is simply because

the Jews' main interest, which is

nothing but the investment of their

capitals, imposes on them to live

scattered all over the entire world

in order to employ their wealth in

the different sections of the various

countries. The easiest way to achieve

such an aim is the non-concentra-

tion of their capitals on a limited land

or a narrow area serving only the

few millions of population. The

history of the Jews as well as their

psychological characteristics, which

control their characters, show us

without any doubt that their princi-

pal concern is thoroughly devoted to

the increase of their wealths through

the taking of usury not to maintain

the sovereignty or the power or the

dignity of the state.

The role of Arab Nationalism:

The role of Arab Nationalism

might be conceived as the decisive

factor which helped in the extirpa-

tion of seeds of sectarianism and fana-

ticism, and which diverted the attent-

ion of the Arabs into the character-

istics which form the general struc-

ture of the Arab society and its

peculiar personality. It is Arab

Nationalism that aroused the Arabs

from their slumber and referred them

to their history with all its glories

and heroisms, to their intellectual

heritage throughout the ages and to

their spiritual and ever-lasting values

as ordained by the Heavenly mes-

sage. The impact of Arab Nationalism

has not been undoubtedly a slight

one. It has awakened a nation, inte-

grated a people and proved that the

Arab natoin, from the Atlantic Ocean
to the Arab Gulf, is an integral

whole. It has expunged all traits of

discord and the artrficiaj demarcat-

ions which imperialists had made
long time ago.

Therefore Arab Nationalism is

to us a revival movement and a

linking chain between our present

and past. The philosophy of Arab

Nationalism stipulates that we are

only Arabs united and not influenced

by fanaticism or sectarianism; and

that our homeland includes all ter-

ritories stretching from the Atlantic

Ocean to the Arab Gulf.

Arab Nationalism as well de-

fines the intellectual trends and

noble objectives of the Arab society.

According to this ideology our intel-

lectual outlook should emanate from

our traditions as well as our present

existence, and our values, which

enjoin unity and consolidation of

our nation, should spring from our

glorious history.

Aral) nation, however, welcomes

peace and oppust'S subjugation and

aggression, All Arabs, though they
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Moreover, imperialists search

for other reasons which help increa-

se dissensions and dissolution of the

people. They search for the ideolag-

ies and doctorines in which people

believe, go back to the past to look

for the origins to which people

belong and study history to find

out successive civilizations which

people had passed by in order to

revive the tendency of ideological,

tribal and cultural fanaticism. What
imperialists were actually doing in

the northern region of the United

Arab Republic is good enough to

prove this argument. Apart from

their encourgement of the use of

colliqual language and the negligen-

ce of the classical language, from

their glorification of secular educat-

ion and from looking sarcasti-

cally at religious tuition and at the

institution wherein religious teachings

are being studied i.e., Al-Azhar,

Imperialists had been attempting to

arouse Pharaoic fanaticism and disr-

egard Arab Nationalism. Semilarjy

they had been trying hard to arouse

Assyrianism in Syria. Moreover,

imperialists had been exerting unfla-

gging efforts to awaken sectarian

dissension between the Sunnis and

the Shiis on the one hand, and to

put a wedge between Muslims and

Christians on the other hand.

They had been trying the same

in Iraq - between the Sunnis and the

Shiis, and between the Arabs and

the Kords - ,in Libya between the

Sunnis and the Abactis, in Morocco

and Algeria betwaen the Arabs and

the Barbers and in the Sudan betw-

een the followers of Al-Mahdi and

those of AUMarghani, and between

the northerners and southerners.

Imperialists have realized lately

that their treachrous conspiracies as

well as their filthy trials were expo-

sed to and foiled by the occupied

countries as a result of their vigila-

nce of the unifying factors such as

Arab Nationalism in the domain oi

Arab world or as the call to Islam

as a tomprhensive way of life as is

the case in Pakistan. Therefore colo-

nialists have created a lot of dispu-

tes quite enough to consume a great

deal of the political as well as eco-

nomical activities of the occupied

countries and which stand as a per-

manent source of peril threatening

any country which seeks emancipa-

tion from the fetters of imperialism.

To carry out its new plan imperialism

has created many disputes; Israel in

the middle east, for instance, and

Kashmir in Central Asia.

However, Israel was not existed

to be a nation but to be a lasting sou-

rce of danger directed against all Arab

nations if the^ ultimately attempt to

terminate western trusteeship and get

red of foreign political and economical
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t i 10 sublimity of human values.

This is simply because the

human values emanate from man's

moral standard and his sublime cond-

uct as regards his relationship with

other men which should be erected

on co-operative, fraternal and amical

foundations; whereas the advanced

standard of industrial civilization is

a mere result of machine and the

mass production of industry, lnspite

of the fact that such machine is

invented and directed by man, yet

it is not necessary that this man
should have a benevolent heart which

is above selfishness and egoism.

f f
Actually any people, when all-

ured or instigated to quit their trad-

itional past and^believe in
=

"new ide-

as, are not at the same level. Some
individuals have no resistence and

consequently yield to such temptation

and move heedlessly forward under

the force of instigation; meanwhile

some other individuals hesitate before

they accept such propaganda and

stick to their own traditions as an

expression of their opposition to such

an enticement.

The logical conclusion of such

divergence of views is the disinteg-

ration of people's unity and the

creation of two diverse trends; the

traditional group which upholds the

old values and the modern one

which embraces the modern ideas

and shuns their old traditions.

The decomposition of the colo-

nized people as such mentioned

gives rise to conflict between

the inconsistent parties. Imperialists

then seize this opportunity to sow
the seeds of dissinsion among people

by supporting a party against another

in a bid to widen the gap between

them and thus stimulate sectarian

conflict. Imperialists, when sup-

porting their favourite stooges, emp-

loy them to carry out their imperia-

listic policy, while their antagonistic

attitude towards the national eleme-

nts means that they are no longer

fit for modern life.

As soon as colonialists propaga-

te their own language amongst their

clients, the latter hasten to abandon

their inherited language and use

either this new imperialistic tongue

or a mortal accent of their original

language. This misuse of language

leads to the weakening of bonds

between the generations which rise

and grow under trusteessip of imper-

ialism and their initial languagein such

a way that makes it looses its cha-

racteristic as an outlet therby the

rising generations can overlook their

past. And this is because it is no

longer valid for such a purpose as

long as the validity of any means

lies in the possibility of making use

of it.
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intellectual and spiritual heritage,

their language, thir history their deep-

rooted traditions and the foundations

upon which their society is built in

such a way that realizes severing

the rising generations from such

traditions, heritage and values, and

weakening their grasps of their

language and arts. Bye and Bye they

will forget completely their past and

abandon their traditional values. They

will even feel ashamed to be related

to such past or to mention such

values or to use their own language.

Consequently they will pay no atte-

ntion to all these characteristics,

On realizing these ends, the

imperialits step forward to win the

people to the side of their principles,

their way of life and their way of

thinking. They as well circulate their

own language, literatures and arts.

As there is almost a gap between

the colonists and the colonized coun-

tries in the field of economy and

the standard of living of individuals,

the imperialists always seize this

opportunity to give evidence of their

superiority as regards human values

and degradations of human values

amongst the colonized nation. Hence

they create in the colonised countries

an inclination to imitate their way

of life and a desire to get rid of

their own. This tendency in turn has

an effect upon the past, legacy and

values of the exploited countries.

They often look upon this past with

a scornful glance and hold it respo-

nsible for their backwardness.

The impact of the industrial

nations of to-day upon the backward

nations in the field of industry is

another example. It arouses a feeling

amongst those nations that the supe-

riority of industrialists is due to their

advancement in the industrial civiliz-

ation. Thus they are tempted to ac-

cept their values and ideals or at

least they are conditioned to accept

them. However, there is no tempting

factor other than the said gap bet-

ween the two parties. Such tempta-

tion has led so many Africans and

Asians to fall under the ferule of

such impact and to believe someti-

mes in the American civilization and

thus stick to its human values, and

to believe some other time in the

Russian industry and therefore wel-

come the communist ideals. Their

adherence to either side is not based

on sound perception but they are

only captured by the attraction of

the industrial civilization in either

party. Had they pondered a little and

examined both Eastern and West-

ern domains, they would have inevi-

tably come to the conclusion that the

advancement of the standard of indu-

strial civilization does not necessitate

(2)
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IMPERIALISM IN THE MIDDLE EAST

bv

Dr Muhammad El Buhay

Director General of The Islamic i unurc

Administration

Imperialism in the Middle East,

though it has various forms, usually se-

rves one object that is the disintegrat-

ion of peoples' unity in every country

or provoking main disputes between

one nation and another. Imperialism,

though has revealed its aims since the

begining of the ninteenth century, yet

its manoeuvers to concentrate and

fulfil its aims in the middle east had

been actually started in the seven-

teenth century.

The first form of imperialism is

represented in the influence of capi-

talism through the establishment of

firms or through trade and loans. Such

foreign capitals, when settled in any

of the middle eastern countries,

are always accompanied by political

influence as well as by intervention

in the state's own affairs. Such inte-

rvention is almost followed by mili-

tary occupation. The military occupa-

tion of India in 1856 and in Egypt in

1887, for instance, were preceded by

the domination of foreign capital as

well as by political intervention. They

were preceded too by acquiring cert-

ain authorities in directing the gove-

rnmental affairs. The same was thr*

case with the military occupation of

Indonesia and North Africa from

Morocco to Libya.

The imperialistic countries-to ensure

their continual exploitation of the raw

materials which they need to develop

their national economy, of manpower

to obtain these raw materials at law

prices and of the local markets of

the occupied countries to consume

their own products-use another sort of

imperialism characterized by its effe-

ctive, far reaching, deep-rooted and

long-termed effects. This sort of imp-

erialism is meant to enable imperi-

alists to achieve their goals or to

subdue the exploited and occupied

countries through guidance.

Imperialism in guidance.

Through such imperialistic gui-

dance, the imperialists deal with

characteristics of the people, their
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Factual life shows us that nat-

ure always gives birth to more wo-

men than men. It treats men rather

severely than it does with women.

Societies too are naturally tending to

become stronger. This is a fact whi-

ch all ages prove its authenticity.

Man too is destined by nature thro-

ugh the increasing of his effective

power to lead a longer life than

woman. Moreover man is always fit

to carry out his sexual cravings while

the woman on the other hand lo-

oses her suitability at certain Periods,

There are too certain men whose

sexual drive is so predominant that

a single wife could not satisfy his

cravings. To be chaste and upright

he has to marry another one. Richn-

ess and poverty are due to reasons

other than marriage.

Let us again set a question to

settle that problem. Which is more

reasonable to admit : the banning

of plurality or the limitation of it

with its effects of the abouniding of

unmarried women who will be

obliged under the pressure oi

their numbers and iheir inhibitions

to go astray and lose f eir lion our,

in such a manner as observed now
a-days in the eastern countries after

they had imitated the westerners in

their way of life which allows the sec-

ret births and the concubinage or the

permitting of plurality under no con-

ditions other than those enjoined by

God even when one marries in each

city a new wife bringing forth from

each legitimate sons who know their

father perfectly well and whose rela-

tion to that father is known to all

people.

I call upon those who propose

the limitation to tell me with is just

and sound diverse wiver with legit-

imate children or concubine's who

seek pleasure everywhere and with

every passerby bringing forth loose

children who have no fathers. Whi-

ch of the two is more admittable

you who seek the limitation if you

are really well versed in this Quest-

on and have sound minds. , ?
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in modem times. The heavenly wis-

dom never considered that the existe-

nce of machinaton amongst them and

amongst their sons an obstacle in the

way of approving polygamy. This attit-

ude denotes that the aims of polygamy

from the point of view of the law-giv-

er is beyond these petty things caused

by natural jealousy and conspiracy.

The hatred which prevails amo-

ngst the fellow wives happens as

well between the wife and her mother-

in-law. Such is permissible from the

point of view of law for although it

entails evil yet it is a slight one in

contrast to the numerous good it

realises. / /

Although God the Almighty had

known in anticipation that jealousy is

a natural craving in women, yet He
made the plurality of wives a legal !

deed in both ancient and modern

times. The heavenly wisdom never

considered such jealousy between

wives and their children a cause for

prohibiting polygamy. Such tendency

proves that the advantages aimed

at in instituting such plurality by the

Law-giver overweigh such draw-

backs as visualized in the natural

jealousy which crops out in the

hearts of women.

However the hatred which occurs

between wives, takes place too betwe-

en the wife and her mother-in law

yet such hatred is overshadowed by

legislation because although it is

evil in itself yet it is nothing if it is

weighed against the plentiful good

which marriage realises.

Thejslamic Law never neglects.

The Islamic law after all never

neglects to mitigate such natural

jealousy by giving wise counsels,

right guidance and admonitions with

a view to lessen the effects of human
jealousy to enjoin the leaders of the

nation to work Iaboriosly for realizi-

ng means of living and good educa-

tion for the poor and their children.

It always puts the blame of any short-

coming in attaining such ends on the

shoulders of the Islamic governments

which fail to support the means for

bringing up good and powerful child-

ren through extending the opportuni-

ties of work for their citizens and

safe guarding the rights of the labour.

To add to the aforesaid grounds

which support the permissibility of

polygamy, the other reasons which

every one sees plainly in factual lile

we will find it is incumbent upon us to

submit to the decree of the Islamic

law as ordained by God that is to

permit plurality and never try to

Put conditions to limit it other than

those enjoined by God as prescribed

in the holy Qu ran is to satisfy t lie-

justice between wives in its proper

sense as meant by the Low-giver.
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in both social and moral fields leav-

ing them to csatisfy their cravings

by resorting to illegitimate intercourse

with those who fell Into their hands

and have none to look after or defend

their chastity against such raping.

Another plunder to the supporters

of limitation,

7 — The supporters of the

proposed limitation have made the

poverty and the inability to nurture

their children and those whose

expenses are their responsibility a

basis for their demand of limitation

of plurality of wives. This tendency

means that they permit the rich

to marry more than one wife as
]

he wishes and ban the poor to

marry another wife.

If it is feasible to make poverty

and richness a basis for permitting

plurality/; the result ought to have

been the very reverse of what they

had concluded, It should be the

permission of plurality to the poor

and the banning of it to the rich,

for the poor have sympathy with

each other and are ready to coope-

rate in their search for attaining a

living. The man as well as the

woman spends every effort possible

to contribute for realizing a good

living to their family. The poor has

nothing to give as a favour to one

of his wives. On the other hand the

wives of the rich always look cove-

tously to his wealth. He has the

means which enable him to favour

profusely any one of them. Such

favouritism will lead to dissension

and disintegration. So long the

husband is rich and able he will be

looked upon from the unfavoured wife

as partial and turning altogether away

from her, The poor's income and exp-

enses are well known to his wives

in detail and needs no suspicion.

The hatred which arises as a

result of plurality amongst wives and

their children is originated from a natu-

ral jealousy which can not be evaded.

Such jealousy has existed in the upper

classes of women i.e. amongst the mo-

thers of the believers. Such existence

had never stopped plurality for plur*

ality realizes good deeds which over

weigh the evils of such jealousy.

The ways of machination and

a>nspir>tcies were practised amongst

the children of the fellow wives in

the higher classes. In this we can quote

the example of Joseph and his bro-

thers. However such natural tendencies

could not be taken as a pretext to

stop the enactment of legislation the

advantages of which are great.

God the Almighty who realises

that jealousy is a natural element in

the souls of wives, has made plurality

of wives legitimate in olden as well as

v?^:^:;-^^
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Such results imply a warning

that polygamy is coming to an end

and that the people are tending to

give it up as a result of their disre-

gard to marriage itself as a Principle

satisfying themselves through frien-

dships and entertaining girl friends.

Our needs call reversal legisla-

tion.

6 — Such behaviour will lead

the nation to moral deterioration from

which the westerners had complai-

ned and from which an oriental nation

had suffered. Their experience in that

should urge the sensible people of

our country to restrain from this

tendency aiming at the limitation of

dolv^amv or its abrogation to .save

thinkers on facing such perilous

situation with one exception that

our call will find neither heed nor

support.

That polygamy is continually

decreasing is well attested by the

census made by the Egyptian Admi-
nstration of statistics in 1943. The
table drawn by this adminstration

showed that the percentage of men
marrying two wives had dropped

in a period of ten years from 4. 49

•/. to 2. 95 ./' and the percentage of

men marrying three wives had drop-

ped fr&m o 29./* to o. 17 ,/• and that

of thsoe marrying four wives from

o. o 4 ./• to o. o 2 ./•

.

their country from the bad effect or

demoralization. Instead they should

think of a way to limit celibacy and
to encourge marriage. In the mea-

ntime they have to plan for a legisl-

ation that aims at realising a reversal

end to that Preconceived by the sup-
porters of the law prementioned.
They should account for a plan to

encourage polygamy by offering at

least a premium to those who marry
more lhan one to help them should-

ering the expenses of life if they are

nojt rich enough and to urge others

to follow their steps.

However it is against common
sens in the field of vital legislation to

plan a legislation for prohibiting a deed
which is in its way finality and non

existence. A legislation is always rec-

urred to as a means to prevent the

rush of the citizens into actions

which lead to troubles in their lives

and expose them to fall in the meshes
of evil. We never heard of a law is-

sued with a view to help or to insti-

gate people to fall into the abyss of

evil. As well we never heard that

such a law could find a supporter or

a defender.

In the light of the proofs which

we have previously mentioned we
can judge that the legislation propo-

sed to limit polygamy is a means

to help people to rid themselves of

the noble ties v/hirli have good effects
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religions and legislations. So they

turned to Islam to borrow its pana-

cea and legislation.

It is unright however to take

such narrow point of view when we

are trying to make a legislation

missing the other side which the

nature of the two sexes dictates,

and the law of God ordains and thus

leaving both man and woman under

the control of the cravings of nature

and the traditions of the universe to

be obliged to response to the call

of nature and to indulge in adultery.

To this effect God the Almighty has

gently draw our attention by saying
a You shall not force your slave-

girls into prostitution in order that

you make money, if Efthey wish to

preserve their chastity.

An admonition from the cast:

*

To quote another example I

will refer you to the life history of

an oriental nation which was bred

in the bosom of Islam. Then by time

It was overcome by western tende-

ncies to disentangle her from the

ties of religion- It turned a deaf ear

to Islam and adopted civil law under

the ferule of which it issued a law

in 1926 prohibiting the polygamy. It

is astounding to state that eight

years of issuing that law the gover-

nment was appaled by the rise in

the number of secret births, secret

marriages and hidden deaths of

children, To prove this refer to the

statistics issued by Ustaz Mohamed

El Tabi the well known Egyptian

writer in Akhr saa Magazine No. 556

published on the third of June 1945.

He had collected these statistics

personally while on a visit to

Turkey.

Figures Speek :

Again if we refer to statistics

concerning marriage lives and espe*

daily those of polygamy we ^yill find

out that the percentage of married

people is decreasing as a result of

the reigning of the idea of marriage

avoidance in the minds of the young

generation and as a result of their

negligence to the rules of virtue. It

is noteworthy to see that they not

only had abandoned polygamy but

they also had rid themselves of

marriage itself as a rule. It is feared

that if matters go ahead on such

lines and I am sure it will; celibacy

will then prevail and Polygamy

disapear completely. By then the

evils will increase and the situation

will become very serious. ComPlaints

will be incessantly raised. Thus we
shall face the same situation which

the French government had laced in

1901 and we shall be impelled to

call for a reform as such which had

been called for by the western
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ed for its causes. Being a woman
1 always look at these girls with a

heart rending from sadness ajid pity.

But what will my pity and sadness

even if they are shared by the whole
nation do for them and contribute to

lend a hand in saving them. No use
of expressing only our sorrow for

such miserable case. The situation

needs action to prevent such abuses.

God bless that great thinker Thomas
who have realised the real cause
and prescribed the effective panacea.
It is the permission of plurality of

wives. By such permission all evils

could be evaded and our girls would
become landladies and owners of

homes. The root of all evils is the

ban of polygamy and forcing upon
the European citizen to marry only

one. This restriction is the real cause
for the going astray of our girls and
the real motive that actuates them to

share the men's jobs. The evil will

abound and become more serious if

plurality is not permitted.

Had polygamy been permissible

such awful situations would have not

happened.

She went on lamenting the misfor-

tune of her sister girls whom the laws
have prohibited their enjoying the

home life by banning Polygamy.
\

This serious case which the i

FnMirh government had called for !

its treatment and which that English

writer had described is what we
fear to become very serious in our

country as a result of youths' avoida-

nce of marriage and as result of

banning the plurality of wives or its

limitation.

It is the case the Premises of

which and the motives of which are

reigning the behaviour of the young
generation to-day.

It is the case which the Holy
Koran had aimed at its cure when
it made plurality legitimate and

expanded its practice. The Koran

says with a view to urge people

to marry.

" All women other than these

are lawful to you provided you
seek them with your wealth in mo-
dest conduct, not in fornication ".

Again the Koran says with a

view to urge the marriage of women.

" Marry them with the permi-

ssion of their masters and give them

their dowry in all justice, provided

they are honourable and chaste and

have not entertained other men.

Fornication ;lh1 entertaining

other men ^re the main spring of

evil which betel! the western nations

leaving them unable to find out

panacea arising from their own
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prevalent causes such as poverty,

mal-elevation of the parents, the se-

verity of the master, the labourer

and the remarriage of one of the

parents . after the death of the

other the vicious society and the

breakdown of the child's nervous sys-

em as a result of bad treatment and

the ignorance of health preserving

rules. It is the main duty of the go-

vernments alert to the needs of the

nations and eager to raise their sta-

ndards to combat such causes effecti-

vely. But plurality of wives has no

effect in that direction to be counted

as an effective cause to be combat-

ted by issuing a law with a view to

either its abrogation or limitation.

However if we compare this low

percentage caused by plurality with

the percentage of foundlings and chi-

ldren burried alive picked up by the

police and the citizens from the lanes

and back sheets, the main cause of

which is the avoidance of marriage

and the abundance of widows, we sh-

all find out that in the light of such

comparison, we have to shun compl-

etely such percentage of vagrancy

and to unite all our efforts to rid

our society of such foundlings by

searching for their real causes and

trying to eradicate them completely.

A warning from the Went ;

If we carry on such research

we would be able then to recognise

and confess as the western writers

have already recognised and confes-

sed that the law of plurality of

wives has a great effect on the inc-

rease of the percentage of foundlings

and the burried above children. The

western thinkers have realised this

fact since the beginning of this century.

Both their reformers and speakers

have confessed it and made it a

subject of their speaches and sermons.

In the conference held by the French

government in the year 1901 to

discuss the best ways to combat

the spread of debauchery, the ques-

tion was raised. In the debate it

was said thai the number of found-

lings picked up from the county of

Seine only and put into the county's

asylums to be nurtured at the expe-

nse of the government was about 50

thousand. Such foundlings were raped

by some of the tutors who looked

after them. The foundlings themselves

commit adultery with each other

with no restraint.

An English writer had treated

this question as well. She said :

" The girls who are going astray in

our country have abounded. It is a

serious question leading to the spread

of debauchery but no one has taken

it into consideration or even search-

( ;--.
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future and what chances are hidden

for them.

Justice as referred to in the

verse though absolute, yet it is

mentioned to denote a special

aspect of Justice that is the justice

between wives. Such view is accou-

nted for by the explicit declaration

of the second verse " ye will not

be able to deal equally between

your wives'. It is also backed by

so many traditions of the prophet

concerning 1£e equal dealing between

wives. No commentator or jurist

has said that such justice comprises

the ability to afford the expenses of

the origins and offsprings and the

ability to nurture his children.

The Justice meant by the Koran

and by the traditions of the prophet

is demanded in both richness and

Poverty.

The rich is ordained to deal

justly with his women in the light

of the traditions of his own enviro-

nment. The poor as well is ordered

to deal fairly with his wives under

the circumstances prevalent in his

environment. The justice demanded

by the verse means that the husband

should not turn altogether away from

one wife and turn wholeheartedly

to another leaving the former as

in suspense. It is clear thus that

the explanation of justice as concei-

ved by the supporters of the limita-

tion of plurality is a misconstruc-

tion and a deviation from the authe-

ntic meaning of the verse.

The factual causes of vagrancy.

As to vagrancy which they ref-

ferred to as an effect of polygamy,

it is enough to confute their plea by

quoting what was mentioned in the

statistics made by the office of soci-

al service concerning vagrancy; its

causes and effects* Therein the office

after minute research has come to the

conclusion that the percentage of

vgrancy caused by polygamy is only

3 ./' such percentage is equal to the

percentage caused by the severity of

home in treating the' child and the

severity of the master in treating

his servant.

No doubt this is a low percent-

age which could not stand as a

reason for deciding that vagrancy

is an effect of polygamy and as a

basis for demanding the limitation of

such plurality which has on the other

hand social and moral advantages

that immensely overweigh the disa-

dvantages entailed by cuch perce-

ntage.

It is beyond doubt that vagrancy

is a social disease which should be

cured with a view to its eradication

if possible. This end could be reali-

zed by vvfiL'iu!' a war against its
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advantages of polygamy and its

raison d'etre. The\ p have deliberately

shunned discussing the good points

which support the need for such pl-

urality, in fact it was incum bent upon

them to deal fairly with the subject

by weigning its good points against

its bud ones and try '-omparing hei-

ween its advantages :\^\
i

f
s dis-

ud vantages ;'or this K the right

way which should be foilwed to eval-

uate justly a subject matter with two

opposing effects: good and bad. Such

comparative study will help them to

give the verdict to the dominant side.

It is a well attested fact that whe-

rein the good overweighs the evil in

any institution one should stick to

such institution for the scarcity of

evil compared to the plenty of good
is always overshadowed in case of

legislation. However there is no legi-

slation whatsoever though abounding

with good that has no scarce evils

which exist side by side with the

good ones. Life itself by nature is not

rid of evils caused by abnormalities

and eccentricties. Such abnormalities

never stopped legislations which ens-

ure plenty of good to all citizens.

The justice meant by the verse:

3 — The supporters of the plan

have expatiated upon the explanation

of the meaning of justice mentioned

in the vers " And if you fear that

you can not do justice; (to so many)

then one only" by saying that the

plurality is only permitted-when there

is no fear of injustice either to the

wives or to any other of his kith

and kin, By so saying^they put into

consideration that on permitting a

man to having a 'second wife he

should satisfy the condition of ability

to afford the expenses of those

whom he is responsible for their

sustenance whether of his origin or

offspring and to rear and educate

his sons whom he will bring forth

from his two or three wives. Plainly

this tendency is rather strange for

it is supposed that he who marries

a second or a third wife is doing so

to defend himself against the evils

which he may be exposed to during

the periods when the wife looses

the adaptability to sexualjntercourse

and to defend his country against

the evils entailed in the outnumber-

ing of women to men as a result of

the Pressure of life and the wear

and tear of time. Undoubtedly such

satisfaction to an urgent need with

a view to save himself and his cou-

ntry, has a priority in consideration

to the ability to afford the expenses

of his origins and offsprings. It has

nothing to do with the possiblities

of inability to nurture and educate

expected children who may come

or not. However on coming no one

could foretell what would be their
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PLURALITY OF WIVES IN THE LIGHT
OF SOCIAL CASES

A Plan for the limitation of Plurality

by

His Eminence Shaykh M«hmoud Shaltout

Rector of AI-Azhar University

From time to time a controversy

takes place concerning the plurality

and its social drawbacks. Sometimes

these controversies turn to be

attacks implicitly waged against the

permessibility of such plurality. Not

only had plurality been attacked

ostensibly but also motions have

been raised to ask government to

issue laws with a view to limit

such right or even to abrogate it.

The most conspicuous of such motions

was that backed by the Egyptian

ministry of social Affairs in 1945

when it had plamed for issuing a

law to the effect of restricting

t plurality by giving the right of

permission to the judge in sliaria

, cuii'ts who has to examine each

^ase minutely and to investigate the

behaviour of the man who applies

lor a permission to remarry and to

inquire into his way of life to find

out whether he can treat his second

wife fairly and mannerly and whether

he can afford the expenses of such

wife over and above the expenses

of his first wife and his kith and kin.

Referring to the explanatory

notes of such plan in its different

stages one will come to the conclusion

that all these motions were actuated

mainly by one fired idea that plur-

ality disintegrates families, corrupts

the offspring, shoulders the governm-

ent with heavy burdens as a result

of the increase of vagrants and

delinquents and severs the family

ties. These notes however concluded

by stating that had plurality been

only weighed by its bad effect on

the education of the new generation

and that it leads to the neglect of

such edmMtkm, ii would have been

enough to uii! for

remarrmo'e
<7>

prohibit

cannot alio rd it

issuing a law to

for those who

Tin* >itf)/}()}' t<:?\> of the plan ooe-

rslutiiowril tfh w Imintages of ptur*

a: i tif

.

'This Summary shows that the

supporters oi the idea of limitation

of plurality have overshadowed the



with carelessness, his logic with obst-

inacy and his peaceful conduct with

provocation. Thus he forced Al-Hussein

to fight a desperate battle and cut off

ail access to the Euphrates, hoping

to reduce him by thirst and killed

him together with his family in such

a barbrous way which makes one

shudders when recalled.

— 3 —
The memories of two great events

come to mind with the advent of

Al-Muharram every year. The first is

the memory of the Hegira of the

Prophet which is celebrated in com-

memoration of the liberation of the Mu-

hammedan Call from the siege of Mec-

ca, the upsurge of the heavenly mes-

sage at Medina and the emancipation

of humanity at large from the

servitude of ignorance.

The secQnd is the memory of

AI-Hussein's assassination which is a

great day of mourning over the filc-

hed right as well as over a unity which

was split and is still so ever since.

Therefore Muslims recieve their

new year of Hegira in two different

ways and feelings. For some it brings

with it the dilightful memory of the

victory of the first Great Immigrant

i-e, Muhammad and so is an occasion

for festivity and rejoicing while for

others it is a sad and gloomy day

when they recall the martyrdom of

the noble striver i. e, Al-Hnssein and

thus regard it as a great day of mo-

urning. Had our unity been comprhe-

nsive we would hav met this new

year with one feeling and one heart,

would have left aside this tragic cala-

mity which seperated brethren and

subdued faith and would have com-

mitted judgement between disputants,

who no longer exist, to God, the

Lord of resurrection to forgive or

condemn. Such a stand is worthy of

this monotheist nation whose leaders,

whom God Almighty has chosen to

renew His faith and unify His word,

are on their way to realize the

unity of all hearts in order to bridge

the gulf between the different sects

and reconcile all interests thus pu-

ting an end to disunity and starting

a period of harmony and co-ordina-

tion.

However, this divergence of

views and emotions had emerged

from an old dispute between two

of the prophet's companions;

and it is not in the least wise

for Muslims to-day to stick to

such a dispute or behave accordirg

to its sordid spirit. Providence does

not create evil but gives liberty and

welcomes unity as well as amity,

and if we misuse such a blessing or

disregard this unity we are sure to

suffer but have only ourselves to bl-

ame, and it is not in the least fair that

fathers should eat sour grapes and

the childrens' teeth are set on edge.

!.iU-.A*'.-;trKV>v
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Miiawiyah; a policy that favoured

tribal kinship over Arab nationalism

and preferred political interests to

religious matters. It was largely due

to his entrusting the caliphate to his

reckless son Yazid, who was obsess-

ed by prejudice, employing rather

unsound and imperfect measures.

The children of Ali, having

inherited from him the prophetic and

apostlic gifts which he himself in-

herited, by virtue of his birth and

training, took up opposition with the

sincerity of the true believers. They

led the reformation movement with

the audacity of the warrior and

followed their father's footsteps in

their rule. They had neither fallen in

the abyss of egoism nor tried to be

seperatists. They had never employ-

ed money to attain their aims or

aroused tribalism or had they ever

been opportunists.

The truimphant world, however,

started to ignore piety and asceticism.

Hence, religious incentives had no

longer the power to restrain those

who had been indulging in lavish

and luxury in Syria and Iraq. The

sons of Ali failed therefore as a

result of the tyranny of the govern-

ment as well as the deception of the

people. It was painful then for Al-

Husssein to see that the message of

his grand-father had become nothing

but propaganda; the caliphate of his

father a royalty and the unity of his

people utter dispersion. Therefore he

made a solemn pledge to settle

forcibly this unjust deviation. Thus

he appealed to the different tribes

and clans to offer him their support,

but unfortunately his apPeal did not

fall on favourable ground. Being dis-

appointed he distined to seek support

in another direction. Hoping that he

might find such a help from the

Shi'is of Iraq who had already given

him their word through their messen-

gers and messages as to pave the way
for him and instigate the people to sw-

ear fealty to him. Al-Hussein thus in-

tended to go there in person accompa-

nied by not more than eighty of his

people including his wives and childr-

en repeating to himself all the way
the same words he wrote to his

brother Muhammad in his bequest, :

"I am not out for wealth but seeking

reformation of my grand-father's

people. I want to enjoin what is

right and forbid what is wrong* He

who accepts my plea I have nothing

against him, but whosoever opposes

me, I will excercise patience till

God, who is the best Judge, decrees

His decision between me and him/'

But Yazid's armv, which was

entirely formed from the Iraqi people,

blocked his way to Al-Kufah. Its com-

mander; Ibn Zeyad, who had hostile

feelings against Al-Aussein and his

family met Al-Hussein's patience
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the heavenly seeds had never grown,

and a shifting from a people who ke-

pt off man from +h»A way of God.

The call of truth at Mecra vas just

like rain sent down by Clod on a

sandy desert; part of which penetr-

ated deep in the earth while the

other was blocked by the solid

rocks. Under the force ol the great

pressure it gushed forth from beneath

these rocky barriers forming floods

in valleys, streams in villages and

rivers in towns and nties It carried

to a ]
l people fertility and abundance

providing them with nourishment

a r? <l prosperity. It awakened the dead

ear»b, satisfied the peoples thirst

ani ensrinii construction, civilization

and good.
f

f

The immigration of t
l,

e Messen-

ger to Madinah meant the upsurge

of Islam which pervaded the entire

world offering guidance of the restless

souls, peace to the belligerent unive-

rse and amity to the devided hearts.

It realized the dream of man who had

been victim of aggression and subject

to oppression. It has realized for him

the long sought dreams for a brother-

hood that would emanate bliss, an eq-

uality upon which justice is erected

and a freedom that nourished under-

standing; The "Hegira" or the era of

the Hijra according to which the

wise and great Caliph Omar had

made the Muslim calendar, was an

epic that was inspired by God, that

drove its very spirit from the morals

of Muhammad and whose success

was based on the truthfulness of the

Arabs. It has echoed in the hearings

of successive generations and centuri-

es, and stood as a striking example

to be followed by the leaders of

humanity, to teach them how to be

patient in times of hardships, steadfast

in time of dissensions, courageous in

face of tribulation and martyrs in the

cause of the belief.

Moreover, the Hegira was the

solid ground upon which the prophet

had established the unity of the Arabs

which was later on consolidated after

the seizure of Mecca. It is notewo-

rthy to state that the prophet's wise

successors had proccaded on the same

line and consequently ascertained

this unity by linking all Arabs under

a democratic and free system, as well

as under an impartial theocratic rule.

Thus mastery was based on religious

foundations not tribal interests.

— 2 -

Soon afterwords this grand

structure leaked profusely when the

great dissension took place and stro-

ng disputation arose over the caliph-

ate between Ali and Muawya, or

let us say between the Hashimides

and the Ommeyyads. It was also due

to the policy of the first Ommeyyad



were really the darkest nights in the

history of the call. The swords of

treachery were raised in the hands

of lads who had been chosen from

amongst the tribes of Kuraish and

who were watching over the dwell-

ing place of the prophet with an

oPen eye. Ali, the prophet's cousin,

was inropped in the messenger's

cloak in order to impose on the men
outside that he was the wanted man
i.e., the messenger, and thus keep

them from looking for him elsewhere.

The immigrant, who ran away with

his message from the subjugation of

blasphemy, was taking refuge in the

cave in the remote end of Mecca,

strengthening himself by the remem-

brance of God and reassuring himself

by patience telling his companion who

was trembling with fear and unable

to control himself ; " never grieve.

There is no doubt that God is by

our side".

Morning came and with it the

trick was exposed to the plotters who
began looking for him everywhere

by all means until they reached

a point where they could overtake

the messenger and his comp-

anion. When God whose will was

that His word would prevail and

His religion survive. He blinded their

eyes and shook the ground under

their feet. Muhammed, his comp-

anion, his guide and his servent

went away within sight of the dis-

believers taking the rough and

deserted route until they reached

Yathrib ( Medina ). in this sacred

city the seeds of the call flourished

and the light of God prevailed thanks

to the exercise of patience, truth-

fulness, faith and manhood. The
prophet united the scattering group,

unified the bonds of religion and
was preparing for the sacred struggle

( Al-Jihad ). He linked between the

hearts of Ai-Aws and Al-Khazrag
tribes, made the immigrants and the

companions brethren and held a

peace treaty between the Muslims

and the Jews. In Madinah God's

army was formed which opened
Mecca and the entire world.

The immigration of the messen-

ger, however, was not a flight from

death as it was maliciously held by the

western writers. Had it been a mat-

ter of life the messenger could have

given up the Call and stayed safe and

secure amongst his people. But it

was rather submission to God's

command as the brophet had stated

in his own words to his uncle :
"

I

swear by God's name that if they put

the sun in my right hand and moon in

my lift hand to give up this message.

I would never do so until God mak-

es it prevail or I am willing to die

in it .

The immigration was a mere co-

ming out from a land in whose soil
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made the Muslim calendar, was an

epic that Was inspired by God, that

drove its very spirit from the morals

of Muhammad and whose success

was based on the truthfulness of the

Arabs. It has echoed in the hearings

of successive generations and centuri-

es, and stood as a striking example

to be followed by the leaders of

humanity, to teach them how lo he

patient in times of hardships, steadfast

in time of dissensions, courageous in

face of tribulation and martyrs in ttm
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of Islam which pervaded the entire

world offering guidance of the restless
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It realized the dream of man who had

been victim of aggression and subject

to oppression. It has realized for him

the long sought dreams for & brother-

hood that would emanate bliss, an eq-

uality upon which justice is erected

and a freedom that nourished under-

standing; The "Hegira" or the era of

the Hijra according to which the

wise and great Caliph Omar had

reover, the Hegira was the

ground upon which the prophei

had established the unity of the Arabs

ic.li was later on consolidated after

the seizure of Mecca. It is notewo-

rthy to state that the prophets wise

successors had proccaded on the same

line and consequently ascertained

this unity by linking all Arabs under

a democratic and free system, as well

as under an impartial theocratic rule.

Thus mastery was based on religious

foundations not tribal interests,
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Soon afterwords this grand

structure leaked profusely when the

great dissension took place and stro-

ng disputation arose over the caliph-

ate between Ali and Muawya, or

let us say between the Hashimides

and the Ommeyyads* It was also due

to the policy of the first Ommoyyad



were really the darkest nights in the

history of the call. The swords of

Veac'ery were raised in the hands

of lads who had been chosen from

amongst the tribes of Kuraish and

who were watching over the dwell-

ing place of 1he prophet with an

open eye. All, the prophet's cousin,

was inropped in the messenger's

cloak in order to impose on the men
outside that he was the wanted man
i.e+P the messenger, and thus keep

them from looking for him elsewhere.

his message from the subjugation of

blasphemy, was taking refuge in the
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was trembling with fear and unable

to control himself ;
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There is no doubt that GoJ is by
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Morning came and with it the

trick was exposed to the plotters who
began looking for him everywhere

by all means until they reached

a point where they could overtake

the messenger and his comp-

anion, When God whose will was

that His word would prevail and

His religion survive. He blinded their

eyes and shook the ground under

their feet. Mtihainnied, his comp-

anion, his guide and his servent

went away within sight of the dis-

The immigration of the messen-

ger, however, was not a flight from

death as it was maliciously held by the

western writers. Had it been a mat-

ter of life the messenger could have

given up the Call and stayed safe and

secure amongst his people. But it

was rather submission to God's

command as the brophet had stated

in his own words to his uncle :
H
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swear by God's name that if they put

the sun in my right hand and moon in

my lift hand to give up this message,

I would never do so until God mak-

es it prevail or I am willing to die

111 it .

The immigration was a mere co

ming out from a laud in whose soil
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SOME MEMORIES OF AL-MllJUtRAM

Immigration in the Way of God, martyrdom in the way of truth

by

AMMED HASSAN EL-ZAYAT

Rrltinr - "i - Chief

God sent thy mess^p^r Muha- fore he made of Makkah a se-ai ot

iiimad after Ihe break in the series dissension which obstructed the w-iy

of the prophets. This was truly the in the [ace of the messenger ami

dark age of the world. Religion hindered the spread of his call and

was corrupted ; the standard of the proclamation of the word of

I
morals fell law: false beliefs and

heresies arose. Poverty and ignorance

were prevailing in the Arab Penins-

ula. The messenger, peace be upon

him, was subjected to unlimited

hardships through foolishness of the

heathens, from the domination of

materialism, from the plotting of the

fanatics, from the yoke of poverty

and lack of stiPport. God only helped

him to overcome such Eidverse

circumstances. He provided him with

a power of His Own and strength-

ened his faith as well as his

morality.

Muhammad, though poor and

weak, undertook the message of

God, while Abou Oahl carried out

the mission of the devil, meanwhile

enjoying wealth and authority, There-

God. Muhammad was moving on

land lull of agitation and troubles.

Whenever he went Abou Lahab met

him with persecution, humiliation and

ill-treatment. Every Kuraishi then was

following the steps of both Abou

Gahl and abou Lahab except those

whom God had preserved.

The disbelievers of Mecca and

A)-Taif inflicted all sorts of torture

upon the prophet, his family and his

companions in order to enforce him

to give up the call The prophet never

gave way. So lb 17s (the devil) obtain-

ed admission to their council ( Dar

Al-Nadua) and confirmed deaih to the

messanger. But God Alimghty deliv-

ered him,
j

The nights of the cave of Thawr
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